Different in vivo impact of Dynamin 2 mutations implicated in Charcot-Marie-Tooth neuropathy or Centronuclear Myopathy.
Dynamin 2 (DNM2) is a ubiquitously expressed GTPase implicated in many cellular functions such as membrane trafficking and cytoskeleton regulation. Dominant mutations in DNM2 result in tissue specific diseases affecting peripheral nerves (Charcot-Marie-Tooth neuropathy, CMT) or skeletal muscles (Centronuclear myopathy, CNM). However, the reason for this tissue specificity is unknown, and it remains unclear if these diseases share a common pathomechanism. To compare the disease pathophysiological mechanisms in skeletal muscle, we exogenously expressed wild-type DNM2 (WT-DNM2), the DNM2-CMT mutation K562E, or DNM2-CNM mutations R465W and S619L causing adult and neonatal forms respectively, by intramuscular adeno-associated virus (AAV) injections. All muscles expressing exogenous WT-DNM2 and CNM or CMT mutations exhibited reduced muscle force. However, only expression of CNM mutations and WT-DNM2 correlated with CNM-like histopathological hallmarks of nuclei centralization and reduced fiber size. The extent of alterations correlated with clinical severity in patients. Ultrastructural and immunofluorescence analyses highlighted defects of the triads, mitochondria and costameres as major causes of the CNM phenotype. Despite the reduction in force upon expression of the DNM2-CMT mutation, muscle histology and ultrastructure were almost normal. However, the neuromuscular junction was affected in all DNM2 injected muscles, with the DNM2-CMT mutation inducing the most severe alterations, potentially explaining the reduction in force observed with this mutant. In conclusion, expression of WT and CNM mutants recreate a CNM-like phenotype, suggesting CNM mutations are gain-of-function. Histological, ultrastructural and molecular analyses pointed to key pathways uncovering the different pathomechanisms involved in centronuclear myopathy or Charcot-Marie-Tooth neuropathy linked to DNM2 mutations.